IP Commission Supports New Legislation to Protect Trade Secrets

WASHINGTON, D.C. | The Commission on the Theft of American Intellectual Property (IP Commission) supports the aims of the SECRETS Act that enhance the protection of intellectual property.

The IP Commission has consistently noted that the Section 337 process, established under the Tariff Act of 1930, is inadequate to respond to the reality of IP theft in the current environment. The Commission's 2013 Report described the process as "in desperate need of overhaul"—a need that has not yet been addressed. According to IP Commission Chair Admiral Dennis Blair, "the key factor has long been the speed at which the process can operate; it has been far too slow to fully protect American IP holders."

The recently introduced bipartisan SECRETS Act seeks to remedy this problem by establishing a rapid-response mechanism to quickly block the importation of goods made using stolen IP. The IP Commission supports the aims of the legislation.

IP Commission Co-Chair Emeritus Governor Jon Huntsman stated, "the goals in the SECRETS Act are in line with IP Commission recommendations. These steps could have a significant impact on deterring IP theft and protecting American companies."

The IP Commission has consistently judged that the best way to meaningfully reduce the scale of IP theft is to fundamentally change the calculus for individual bad actors. IP theft, especially when backed by a government actor or state-owned enterprise, can quickly destroy the competitiveness of U.S. businesses. The imperative to streamline and expedite the government's response has been central to IP Commission recommendations since the Commission's establishment in 2012.
Specifically, the SECRETS Act addresses three recommendations from the IP Commission's 2021 Review:

• Increase the speed and force with which IP theft is identified and remedied;
• Streamline and expedite the Section 337 process to provide more timely protection against infringing imports; and
• Augment a streamlined Section 337 process with a quick-response capability to block imported goods with stolen or pirated materials or made with a business process using illegally procured IP.

The IP Commission is heartened by the focus on IP protection in the new Congress and looks forward to further legislative progress to address this pressing threat.

To view the full IP Commission 2021 Review, click here.
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